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Abstract
We propose a new, modular, open-source, Python-based 3D+time fMRI data simulation software, SNAKE-
fMRI, which stands for Simulator from Neurovascular coupling to Acquisition of K -space data for
Exploration of fMRI acquisition techniques. Unlike existing tools, the goal here is to simulate the complete
chain of fMRI data acquisition, from the spatio-temporal design of evoked brain responses to various
multi-coil k-space data 3D sampling strategies, with the possibility of extending the forward acquisition
model to various noise and artifact sources while remaining memory-efficient. By using this in silico
setup, we are thus able to provide a realistic and reproducible ground truth for fMRI reconstruction
methods in 3D accelerated acquisition settings and explore the influence of critical parameters, such as
the acceleration factor and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), on downstream tasks of image reconstruction
and statistical analysis of evoked brain activity. We present three scenarios of increasing complexity to
showcase the flexibility, versatility, and fidelity of SNAKE-fMRI: From a temporally-fixed full 3D Cartesian
to various 3D non-Cartesian sampling patterns, we can compare — with reproducibility guarantees —
how experimental paradigms, acquisition strategies and reconstruction methods contribute and interact
together, affecting the downstream statistical analysis.
Keywords: fMRI; Brain Imaging; Accelerated sampling; Compressed Sensing; Simulation; Open Source;
Python.

1 Context and Motivation

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)
has emerged as a powerful tool in neuroscience,
enabling scientists to investigate human brain func-
tion non-invasively. By measuring blood oxygena-
tion and flow changes (the so-called BOLD effect
Ogawa et al. (1990)) induced either in response
to external stimuli or spontaneously at rest, task-
based and resting-state fMRI have respectively
provided invaluable insights into various cognitive
processes, intrinsic functional networks, and brain
pathology. However, conducting task-based fMRI
experiments is an expensive and time-consuming
endeavor, often requiring access to advanced imag-
ing facilities and substantial expertise.

The reproducibility of fMRI experiments has shown
to be a critical issue in neuroscience. This repro-

ducibility challenge is twofold. First, on a technical
side, where applying the same processing pipeline
to the same data should yield the same results.
This challenge has been addressed by developing
and sharing open-source toolboxes [FSL, SPM] and
more recently with community initiatives such as
fMRIprep (Esteban et al., 2019), Nipype (K. Gor-
golewski et al., 2011) and the BIDS format (K. J.
Gorgolewski et al., 2016).

Secondly, a more fundamental reproducibility chal-
lenge is the ability to replicate the results of an ex-
periment, and this is particularly challenging in fMRI
due to multiple sources of intra and inter-individual
variability (Bennett & Miller, 2010; Button et al.,
2013; X. Chen et al., 2018; Marek et al., 2022;
Nakuci et al., 2023; Szucs & Ioannidis, 2017). To
address this variability, large open fMRI data sets
have been made available such as the HCP (Elam
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et al., 2021), UK Biobank (Bycroft et al., 2018) or
ABCD cohorts (Casey et al., 2018). With their large
population size, they are able to leverage group-
level averaging effect, and also provide invaluable
metadata along the functional information. The pro-
tocols and processing used in these projects are
robust and well tested, but also conservative in their
experimental setup (limited spatio-temporal resolu-
tion or field-of-view).

However, these data sets do not answer two ris-
ing needs for the community: First, the need for
higher temporal and spatial resolution(Lewis et al.,
2016; 2018; Polimeni & Lewis, 2021) to disentangle
fast from slow hemodynamic responses, or to per-
form laminar fMRI imaging at ultra-high magnetic
field. Second, scientific interest in moving to deep
phenotyping of a few individuals, as the commu-
nity is moving toward more personalized medicine
and precision neuroscience(Viessmann & Polimeni,
2021). To reach higher resolution, more complex
methods on both the acquisition and reconstruction
sides are developed. Yet providing a fair compari-
son between those methods is challenging, due to
the reproducibility mentioned above, and the lack
of existing ground truth data.

With the rise of computing power, the development
of (f)MRI simulators has gained increasing interest
in recent years (Drobnjak et al., 2006; Ellis et al.,
2020; Erhardt et al., 2012; Welvaert et al., 2011),
with a detailled review in Welvaert and Rosseel
(2014). These simulators are designed to provide a
ground truth for the fMRI processing pipeline. How-
ever, the majority of current simulators are limited
to producing (magnitude-only) images, and do not
provide raw k-space data. Their use can therefore
only be seen as a downstream validation of fMRI
preprocessing and statistical analysis tools. Further-
more, the critical step of image reconstruction is
not taken into account.

K-space data simulators are also available, but they
restrict themselves to anatomical imaging, and are
not designed to produce fMRI data. Using complex
MR Physics models (Jochimsen et al., 2006; Kose
& Kose, 2017; Stöcker et al., 2010; Xanthis et al.,
2014), or some approximations (Huang et al., 2023;
Peretti et al., 2023; Petersson et al., 1993), They are
computationally expensive, and their use requires

a substantial computational cost and input param-
eters(pulse sequences parameters, gradients pro-
files, quantitative maps of tissue properties, etc.)
for generating the k-space data associated with
a single anatomical volume. Moreover, their main
objective is to help the development of new MR
sequences, and their use and adaptation for fMRI
data synthesis would be achieved at a prohibitive
computing cost.

In the search for an absolute ground truth, other so-
lutions than simulation have been proposed, such
as active phantoms (Brosch et al., 2002; Cheng et
al., 2006; Kumar et al., 2021; Muresan et al., 2005)
or fMRI monitoring with other devices, either to re-
duce the physiological noise and “clean the BOLD”
effect (Caballero-Gaudes & Reynolds, 2017), or to
enhance the reconstruction by removing the acqui-
sition artifacts (Amor et al., 2022; Bollmann et al.,
2017; Duerst et al., 2015). More recently, the devel-
opment of generative Artificial Intelligence (AI) has
opened new opportunity for realistic (f)MRI data
synthesis (Pinaya et al., 2023). However, its ex-
pensive computation does not scale for generating
high-resolution 3D+t fMRI data, and its lack of con-
trol and explainability over the yielded sequence of
fMRI volumes discards it for validating downstream
tasks such as image reconstruction algorithms.

Overall none of the proposed solutions has suc-
ceeded in providing (i) a full control on both the tem-
porally resolved input hemodynamic signal and the
output BOLD fMRI time series, (ii) an easy-to-use
and reproducible framework through open source
software and (iii) a low computational or operational
cost.

This paper aims to fill this gap. More precisely, our
contribution can be summarized as follows:

We propose an fMRI simulator, named SNAKE-
fMRI based on the Fourier model of MRI data ac-
quisition, that is able to create all the required k-
space data for evaluating the fMRI processing tool-
chain: Starting from the definition of an experimen-
tal paradigm and the localization of brain activation
in a numerical template of the brain, up to the gen-
eration of 3D+time k-space data with high temporal
resolution (e.g. 100ms). This bottom-up approach,
built upon well-grounded realistic anatomical phan-
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tom data, allows the fMRI methodologists to use
a level playing field and objectively explore and
compare various properties of acquisition and re-
construction strategies such as the choice of the
sampling pattern (Cartesian vs non-Cartesian read-
outs), the acceleration factor, etc.

In order to compare the reconstruction methods in
more challenging settings, the ground truth data
can be degraded in various ways before and during
the acquisition process (motion, static field inhomo-
geneities, thermal and physiological noise, etc.).

The simulator primarily yields a sequence of k-
space volumes sampled at a realistic volumetric
TR. Additionally, for the sake of completeness, we
offer the possibility to yield a sequence of fMRI vol-
umes in the image space by plugging in simple but
efficient volume-wise reconstruction algorithms.

In the rest of this paper, we first propose a review
of available fMRI simulation tools, outlining their
strengths and weaknesses (Section 2). Then, we
present the design and use of SNAKE-FMRI (Sec-
tion 3 and Section 4 respectively), and finally we
showcase three typical simulation scenarios (Sec-
tion 5), with basic image reconstruction and statis-
tical analysis (Section 6), to illustrate the various
possibilities of SNAKE-fMRI.

2 Existing software and limitations

The complexity of fMRI data poses challenges in
creating a common data generating process. A
comprehensive review of publications based on
fMRI simulation, as noted in Welvaert and Rosseel
(2014), revealed that the absence of a standard-
ized fMRI data synthesis approach hampers repro-
ducibility in fMRI research. This emphasizes the
need for improved experimental design reporting
and a deeper understanding of fMRI data acquisi-
tion processes. Additionally, there exists anatomical
MRI simulators focusing on MR Physics, to gener-
ate contrast-weighted MR images, but they usually
remain confined only to anatomical imaging and
thus disconnected from potential use in fMRI.

We provide a broad overview of available fMRI and
MRI simulators in Table 1 and focus hereafter on

the main alternative to SNAKE-fMRI, in increasing
order of similarity.

Among existing fMRI data simulation tools, sev-
eral offer distinct advantages and limitations. The
Virtual Brain (Sanz Leon et al., 2013; Schirner
et al., 2022) is an open-source multimodal brain sim-
ulator, focusing on the simulation of brain activity
using the connectome and subnetwork interaction.
It is capable of yielding voxelwise BOLD fMRI time
series. However, remains quite complex to master,
and is not a dedicated tool for fMRI.

fMRIsim proposed by Ellis et al. (2020), is a Python
package that enables standardized and realistic
fMRI time series simulation in the image domain.
It allows for the evaluation of complex experimen-
tal designs and optimization of the statistical power.
However, it mainly focuses on single-subject simula-
tions and requires manual parameter setting or esti-
mation from real data. It was inspired by a parent R
package neuroRsim (Welvaert et al., 2011). Never-
theless, it primarily deals with magnitude data and
uses additive noise settings, which might restrict
its applicability to specific simulations or use cases
(e.g. limited resolution).

SimTB, introduced by Erhardt et al. (2012), is a
MATLAB toolbox specialized in simulating fMRI
time series using a separable spatio-temporal
model. It offers extensive customization options,
including spatial sources, experimental paradigms,
tissue-specific properties, noise, and head move-
ment. SimTB is equipped with both a graphical user
interface and scripting capabilities. Again, no k-
space data is available.

The POSSUM simulator, as outlined by Drobnjak et al.
(2006), offers a comprehensive approach to the im-
pact of various artifacts encountered in fMRI data
acquisition. POSSUM accurately simulates these ar-
tifacts using Bloch equations and a geometric defi-
nition of the brain. However, its computational cost
is heavy, making simulations of full brain at high
resolution prohibitive. Additionally, it currently only
offers the possibility to yield Cartesian data in k-
space. The fMRI analysis is deferred to the FSL
library, and no comparison with the ground truth is
provided as an outcome of the toolbox.
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Table 1: Summary of characteristics of different fMRI data simulators.

Simulator Name Licence API Sim.
Domain

Required External
Data

Interface Reconstr. Ecosystem

TVB
(Sanz Leon et al., 2013)

GPL-3.0 Image GUI/script N/A N/A

M
R

IS
im

ul
at

or

Jemris
(Stöcker et al., 2010)

GPL-2.0 Bloch GUI ISMRMD
raw data

N/A

ODIN
(Jochimsen et al., 2006)

GPL-2.0 Bloch Tissue Maps,
Sequence

c++/GUI FFT OdinReco

MRILab
(Liu et al., 2017)

BSD-2 Bloch Preset Macros GUI FFT
Non-
Cartesian

GUI
Gadgetron

Bloch-Solver
(Kose & Kose, 2017)

Proprietary Bloch Tissue Maps, script FFT N/A

fM
R

IS
im

ul
at

or

POSSUM
(Drobnjak et al., 2006)

FSL Bloch Tissue Maps
Sequence, Events

CLI FFT FSL

Neurolib
(Cakan et al., 2023)

MIT Image Connectivity
Matrices

script N/A Jupyter

SimTB
(Erhardt et al., 2012)

Open
Source

Image Spatial Maps,
Events

GUI N/A MATLAB

NeuroRSim
(Welvaert et al., 2011)

GPL-2.0 Image script N/A N/A

fmriSim
(Ellis et al., 2020)

Apache-
2.0

Image script N/A Brainiak

SNAKE-fMRI MIT Kspace
Image

Configuration files script/CLI Any (4D
methods)

Any

API Languages: Python MATLAB® C++

3 From ground truth to acquisition: The main
characteristics of SNAKE-fMRI

SNAKE-fMRI has been designed as a modular, fully
reproducible fMRI simulator capable of generating k-
space data efficiently. This makes SNAKE-fMRI, a
tailored solution for benchmarking the fMRI process-
ing pipeline end-to-end or for focusing on specific
aspects such as the production of k-space data or
image-domain time series. In what follows, we give
a broad overview of the main advantage of SNAKE-
fMRI. They will be then illustrated in Section 5 and
Section 6

3.1 Modular Approach

SNAKE-fMRI adopts a modular approach for the
simulation of fMRI data, leveraging object-oriented

programming as illustrated in Figure 1. A core sim-
ulation object will be modified and enriched by so-
called handlers, each of them being responsible for
a specific part of the model. Section 4 describes in
detail the core handlers available in SNAKE-fMRI,
it is also possible to create and use custom ones
as detailed in Section A.1 of the supplementary
material.

Typically, the simulation begins with the definition
of an anatomical phantom of the brain in the im-
age domain, and proceeds to add BOLD contrast
and various noise sources before generating the
k-space data. As shown in Figure 1 those handlers
can be chained to produce complex behaviors from
simple operations.

After simulating the data of interest (for instance
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a series of k-space volumes and the associated
sampling pattern), the simulation can be completed
with image reconstruction of the fMRI sequences
and statistical analysis.

At the end of the processing and analysis chain, it
is possible to compare the reconstructed data with
the ground-truth simulation, and evaluate the effect
of acquisition parameters (SNR, acceleration factor,
etc.) on the image quality as well as on the fMRI
statistical analysis.

3.2 K-Space data generation

One of the critical aspects of SNAKE-fMRI is the
generation of k-space data. Yet the discrete ap-
proach of k-space data acquisition, providing a finite
volume at a specific time resolution, is incompati-
ble with the continuous and analogous behavior of
neuronal activity. We thus dissociate the temporal
resolution when simulating brain activity (typically
set to 100ms) from the temporal resolution during
the MRI data acquisition in k-space (with a TRvol of
2500ms). In order to do so, we proceed as follows:

During a real scan, as the acquisition of k-space
data proceeds, brain activity is also evolving, and
spin relaxation also takes place. Modeling all these
aspects would be computationally prohibitive, and
thus we propose a simplified approach where the
signal is considered constant during the acquisition
of a single shot, thereby neglecting the relaxation
aspect of MR physics, as depicted in Figure 3. This
tenable assumption is also made at the reconstruc-
tion step, allowing us to use the Fourier transform as
the forward model of fMRI acquisition and maintain
low numerical complexity for simulating all k-space
data for the whole fMRI sequence. The handler re-
sponsible for the acquisition is further described in
Section 4.3

3.3 Performance, Reproducibility and Scalabil-
ity made easy for scientist in neuroimaging

3.3.1 Performance

Storing the full high spatio-temporal simulation
would be quite demanding (100Go of RAM for a
single 192× 192× 128 volume at 100ms to simulate

5 minute of an 1mm isotropic fMRI paradigm) and
each substantial change, like adding noise would
create a new copy of this data. Instead, we propose
to yield the data lazily, as each time point in the
series can, most of the time, be computed from
a sequence of transformations applied to a single
anatomical volume (for instance, adding the BOLD
contrast, noise, or using motion parameters). Such
base phantoms are available in SNAKE-fMRI, as
depicted in Figure 2. In practice, this lazy mecha-
nism allows for the simulation of a single frame or
a subset of frames easily. This results in little com-
putational overhead and enables embarrassingly
parallel approaches to acquire those volumes. All
numerical experiments were conducted on the fol-
lowing hardware: 20-Cores Intel Xeon Silver CPU
and an NVIDIA RTX 5000 GPU.

3.3.2 Reproducibility

Enabling reproducibility in the study of fMRI pro-
cessing methods is at the heart of SNAKE-fMRI
development. This simulator can be installed di-
rectly from the Python package archive and its core
only depends on standard and well-tested Python
packages. Simulation setup can be shared through
.yaml files describing the recipe for building a simu-
lation, as shown in Section A.2 of the supplemen-
tary material.

3.3.3 Scalability

Furthermore, based on the hydra framework we
are able to run multiple simulations with different
parameters or handlers and to perform image re-
construction of fMRI volumes and simple statistical
data analysis to compare competing approaches. It
also allows us to scale up simulations from a single
laptop to high performance computing clusters.

4 Description of available handlers

SNAKE-fMRI comes with a collection of basic han-
dlers for creating simple simulations. Defining a
handler is also made easy, as detailed in Section
A.1 of the supplementary material.
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Figure 1: Modular design of the simulator, and ecosystem of packages used in SNAKE-fMRI. 1. Each
handler manages a particular aspect of the fMRI data acquisition. A SimulationData object containing
all the data and metadata of the simulation is fed into a chain of handlers, each adding or modifying fields
of the simulation. 2. Then the completed simulation (notably with k-space data) can be used as input for
reconstruction methods, producing an estimation of the fMRI time-series. 3. Finally the reconstructed
data is compared to the ground truth used in the simulation using standard statistical tools, such as
first-level GLM regression analysis, and the quality of the detection of activating voxel post-reconstruction
and regression analysis can be assessed by comparing with a ground-truth region of interest, using
standard confusion matrix metrics (e.g. precision, recall, sensitivity).
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4.1 Phantom and brain activation

To produce a sequence of fMRI volumes we start
with the specificiation of an anatomical phantom,
such as BrainWeb (Aubert-Broche et al., 2006).
Using the provided fuzzy segmentations of tissue
classes, we produce a realistic T2* contrast with
standard quantitative tissues-specific values for a
given field strength, and create a region-of-interest
(ROI) from a subset of the gray-matter tissue mask.
A 2D phantom (Guerquin-Kern et al., 2012), as well
as the Shepp-Logan phantom (Gach et al., 2008),
with their ROI, are also available. Those phantoms
are available in the snkf.handlers.phantoms mod-
ule.

The fMRI time series is then synthesized by adding
a BOLD response, which consists in convolving
an experimental design with a hemodynamic re-
sponse function (HRF) (Ciuciu et al., 2003; “The
General Linear Model,” 2019; Glover, 1999). The
current experimental paradigms (such as block
and event-related designs) are available in the
snkf.handlers.activation module.

Figure 2: Generated T2*-weighted Brainweb phan-
tom at 0.5mm isotropic spatial resolution.

4.2 Adding noise sources

Creating an fMRI time series by adding evoked
brain activity in specific ROI is too idealistic, thus we
can superimpose layers of noise to the simulation
to obtain more realistic data. A simple example is,
for instance, the addition of spatial Gaussian white
noise to prescribe a specific SNR. This noise can
be included either in the image domain prior to the
acquisition or in the k-space during the acquisition.

Figure 3: Acquisition Method implemented in
SNAKE-fMRI: The case represented is simplified
to a 2D Cartesian case (e.g. a projected view of a
3D non-acccelerated EPI scheme). Each shot (or
plane in 3D EPI) of the k-space sampling pattern
is acquired separately from an on-the-fly simulated
volume.

This closely follows the assumptions made on the
model at the reconstruction step where the goal
is often to solve an inverse problem with additive
Gaussian noise (Fessler, 2019).

In the fMRI methods literature, the spatial SNR is
computed on the reconstructed anatomical image,
and the study of experimental and MR sequence
parameters (field strength, coil array, flip angle, TR
and TE, etc.) impact on the SNR is a continuous
topic of research (Le Ster et al., 2022; Triantafyllou
et al., 2011; van der Zwaag et al., 2012). Similarly,
the temporal SNR or tSNR, computed voxelwise,
provides some insights on the quality of time series,
but has shown limitations (Jamil et al., 2021).

In SNAKE-fMRI, as described hereafter, we adopt
the following definitions for the SNR, depending on
the data available at a particular stage of the simu-
lation. µ and σ represent the average and standard
deviation operators, respectively

• Phantom SNR: represents the intrinsic SNR level
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of the phantom. It is computed as:

SNRp = µ(x ∈ B)/σ(x ∈ V) (1)

Where B and V represent two distinct regions of
the 3D brain phantom x under consideration. For
instance, in Figure 2 V would be some corner re-
gion of volume x, and B all voxels where we can
get some signal in the brain.

• Input SNR: represents the prescribed SNR in
the image. It is used to compute the spatial noise
variance σ2

n that is added to the simulation.

SNRi = µ(x ∈ B)/σn . (2)

• Experimental SNR: computed after image recon-
struction separately for each fMRI volume x ∈
CT×NxNyNz acquired at time tk

SNRexp(tk) = µ(x(tk, :) ∈ B)/σ(x(tk, :) ∈ V) . (3)

• Experimental tSNR: computed after image recon-
struction separately for each voxel ui

tSNRexp(ui) = µ(x(:, ui))/σ(x(:, ui)) . (4)

A study on the interaction of these metrics in
SNAKE-fMRI is provided in Section B of the supple-
mentary material.

More structured noise sources (e.g. motion and
physiological noise) can be envisaged and the wide
variety of parameters choice and methods for those
noise sources is beyond the scope of this article.
Future work (open to contributions) will go into
more detail on the implementation of those noise
sources. The noise handlers are available in the
snkf.handlers.noise module.

4.3 Acquisition

The acquisition process in SNAKE-fMRI is modeled
using a Fourier transform, and represented in Fig-
ure 3. Using MRI-NUFFT (Comby et al., 2024) it
is also possible to acquire non-Cartesian sampling
patterns in k-space.

The characteristic global observation time for a shot
in a T2* weighted MR sequence used for fMRI is

in the order of 25 to 50 ms, which is shorter than
the period of significant physiological signals such
as breathing and heartbeat (roughly 1s) or the sup-
port of the canonical hemodynamic response func-
tion (20 to 30s). Thus, simulating and acquiring a
complete volume for each shot is already a faithful
approximation of the acquisition process in fMRI. In
practice, the temporal resolution at simulation can
also be relaxed to group multiple shot (for instance,
a simulation time of 100 ms for four shots of 25 ms),
that are then acquired simultaneously, reducing the
memory and computational cost of the simulation.

In practice each volume is the result of data ac-
quisition along segmented k-space trajectories in
3D. The data supported by each shot in k-space is
collected using the Fourier Transform model. Then
multiple shots are gathered to form a volume in
k-space and define a specific frame in the fMRI
sequence.

If requested, the simulation module also provides a
multi-coil acquisition setup, where sensitivity maps
are generated and used for the acquisition. Those
sensitivities maps can also be made available for
the reconstruction, or left aside for a calibration-
less reconstruction (El Gueddari et al., 2019; El
Gueddari et al., 2021). Moreover, this model can
be further extended to take static and dynamic B0-
inhomogeneities into account. The dynamic fluctu-
ations of B0 can actually be modeled at the same
temporal resolution of the simulation (Sutton et al.,
2003)

The acquisition handlers are available in the
snkf.handlers.acquisition module.

4.4 Standardized data exchange

Extensibility is at the heart of SNAKE-fMRI. In par-
ticular, we provide handlers to import standard data
format (.nii, .npy, .csv, . . . ) for any parameter of
the simulation. Similarly, the data can be exported
to these formats, as well as to the ISMRMRD raw
k-space format (Inati et al., 2017), to enable data
exchange with other reconstruction toolboxes (such
as SigPy, Ong Frank and Lustig Michael (2019) or
BART, Uecker et al. (2015))
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Handlers to save and or load parts of the simula-
tion data are available in the snkf.handlers.io
module.

5 Numerical experiments

In this section, taking advantage of SNAKE-fMRI
modularity and scalability, we demonstrate the use
of a controlled simulation framework to explore
the potential benefits and challenges of moving to
higher resolution in space and time for fMRI experi-
ments. Results and analysis are presented in the
next section.

First, we detail three simulated scenarios of increas-
ing complexity (from 3D Cartesian low spatial res-
olution to 3D non-Cartesian high temporal or spa-
tial resolution) with basic reconstruction and sta-
tistical analysis pipeline. All scenarios simulate a
five-minute long full-brain run of a simple visual
stimulation using a standard block-design paradigm,
which alternates 20s-on and 20s-off periods. In re-
sponse to visual stimuli, we induced a 2% of con-
trast change as the elicited BOLD signal in a region
of interest, which is defined from a fuzzy segmen-
tation of the gray matter intersecting an ellipse lo-
cated in the occipital cortex. White Gaussian noise
was added to all scenarios with SNRi = 10 in the
image space, before performing the acquisition. For
a detailed explanation on the SNR setting, see Sec-
tion 4.2.

The three scenarios as well as their computational
cost are summarized in Table 2. All simulation were
run on a 20-Cores Intel Xeon Silver and an NVIDIA
RTX 5000 GPU.

5.1 Scenario S1: 3D Cartesian fully sampled

As a first validation example we simulated the acqui-
sition of 3D Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) data, as an
implementation of a 3D Cartesian readout. Each
slice was fully sampled at a 3mm isotropic resolu-
tion (matrix size: 64 × 60 × 44), the parameter file
describing this scenario is detailed in Section A.2
of supplementary material. With a TRshot = 50ms
for acquiring a full EPI plane, we have a volumic
temporal resolution TRvol = 2.2s. Since the data is
collected at the Nyquist rate, we restrict ourselves

Table 2: Brief descriptions of simulated scenarios
and their computations requirements. Nc, Ns and
njobs specifie respectively the number of coils sim-
ulated, the number of shots acquired to create a
k-space volume and the number of frames simu-
lated concurrently. SoS is a shorthand for Stack-of-
Spirals trajectory, SPKL for 3D-SPARKLING trajec-
tory (Chaithya et al., 2022). Hardware Configuration
is described in Section 3.3.1.

S
et

up Res. TRv Nc Ns Traj. njobs

Time RAM VRAM

(s) (GB) (GB)

S1 3mm3 2.2s 1 44 EPI 1 11 18.21 0

S2 3mm3 0.7s 8 14 SoS 2 41 39.31 0.42

S3 1mm3 2.4s 32 48 SPKL 4 2535 45.43 4.73

to a single coil acquisition. This simple configura-
tion can be simulated on a standard laptop in less
than a minute, a similar configuration acquired with
POSSUM would have taken several hours, for fewer
slices (see Drobnjak et al. (2006), Table 2), due to
its more mathematically involved model related to
MR physics.

5.2 Scenario S2: 3D stack of Spiral VDS

The second scenario explores the possibility of
SNAKE-fMRI for accelerated imaging based on
Compressed Sensing (CS) for data acquisition and
image reconstruction. The resolution and FOV re-
mains the same as for Scenario S1, but we aim
for faster temporal resolution. To do so, we perform
first an acceleration over the 2D plane (kxky) using
an in-out spiral acquisition (with TRshot = 25ms,
twice as fast as a full EPI plane), and second a vari-
able density sampling along kz that evolves across
scans (10% of center planes continuously acquired,
AF=4 on the periphery), as depicted on Figure 7a
This results in 14 spiral shot acquired per volume,
overall reaching TRvol = 0.7s volumic temporal re-
soution To maintain a good SNR, we simulated a
multi-coil acquisition with Nc = 8 receivers.

The k-space readout is illustrated in Figure 7a.
Using GPU-accelerated NUFFT the simulation of
the acquisition at 3mm isotropic resolution takes
around a minute of computation (Table 2). CPU
based NUFFT implementation is also available but
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remains slower.

This approach has already been studied numeri-
cally and experimentally in Petrov et al. (2017) with
image reconstruction strategies that take advan-
tage of this acceleration mechanism, such as low-
rank + sparse regularization (Chiew et al., 2018;
Lin & Fessler, 2019; Otazo et al., 2015; Petrov et
al., 2017). Here we are limiting the reconstructions
strategies to frame-wise approaches, described in
Section 5.4.

5.3 Scenario S3

Last, we illustrate the use of a full 3D non-Cartesian
sampling pattern, by simulating a 3D SPARKLING
acquisition (Amor et al., 2024; Chaithya et al., 2022)
over Nc = 32 coils at a 1mm-isotropic resolution
and a volumic TR of 2.4s. 3D SPARKLING imple-
ments a variable density sampling according to a
prescribed sampling density in k-space, while com-
plying with the hardware constraints on gradient
magnitude Gmax and slew rate Smax. It allows us
to further accelerate the acquisition process com-
pared to Scenario 2 in order to reach higher spatial
resolution.

The parameters for this scenario are based on the
experimental setup of Amor et al. (2023), Amor et al.
(2022), which is described in Section 5.4, and on Fig-
ure 4, top row. Here only a simulation with a static
sampling pattern across frames is generated. The
study of a dynamic 4D accelerated sampling pat-
tern for fMRI and its optimal reconstruction strategy
remains an active area of research and is currently
beyond the scope of this simulator.

5.4 Scenario 2 & 3: Reconstruction strategies

For simplicity, as the primary focus here is on the
simulation of k-space data, we will restrict ourselves
to a classical, frame-wise CS based image recon-
struction with standard sparsity enforcing regular-
ization term in the wavelet domain:

x̂t = arg min
x∈CN

1

2

Nc∑
ℓ=1

∥F tSℓx− yt,ℓ∥22 + µg(Ψx) .

(5)
This means that each frame t is reconstructed in-
dependently of the other as we use the following
notation:

• Ft is the Fourier transform operator for the trajec-
tory at time t.

• Sℓ are the sensitivity maps

• Ψ is a spatial sparsity promoting transform, here
an orthogonal wavelet transform such as sym-8.

• µg(·) is the regularization function, here a classic
ℓ1-norm is used.

The cost function to be minimized is convex but non-
smooth. Its global minimizer can be found iteratively
using a wide range of proximal gradient methods
with possible acceleration schemes such as FISTA,
POGM (Beck & Teboulle, 2009; Kim & Fessler,
2018). As illustrated in Figure 1, CS based image
reconstruction was performed using the PySAP li-
brary (Farrens et al., 2020), and the implementation
of the POGM algorithm (Kim & Fessler, 2018). To
reduce the number of free parameters, the regular-
ization parameter µ was estimated using Stein’s
Unbiased Risk Estimate (SURE) (Donoho & John-
stone, 1994), and then set to µ = 1.2 for all recon-
structions strategies.

The versatility of SNAKE-fMRI allows us to propose
a restricted benchmark on two acquisition strate-
gies, a static vs dynamic scenario. In the former, the
same k-space trajectories are used for all frames
whereas in the latter a new randomly picked k-z
coordinate was used for each and every frame as
shown in Figure 7a. Then iterative CS reconstruc-
tion of each frame described in Figure 4 was carried
out either:

(i) naively by computing an adjoint NUFFT recon-
struction.

(ii) independently to solve (5), in a cold-start fash-
ion, see Figure 4, top row.
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(iii) strategically using a warm-start strategy based
on the output image of frame n to reconstruct
frame n+ 1, see Figure 4, middle row.

(iv) smartly using an extra refined initialization
where the last reconstructed volume using
warm-start was used as new setup for all other
frames. See Figure 4, bottom row.

All these variations are based on the frame-based
reconstruction of k-space data, and as such pro-
vides a memory-efficient implementation, yet they
don’t leverage the whole 4D fMRI k-space data
at once, in contrast to low-rank+sparse meth-
ods(Otazo et al., 2015; Petrov et al., 2017)

Figure 4: Different methodologies for sequential
reconstruction used in Scenario S2.

6 Results for the different scenarios

6.1 Scenario S1

In Scenario S1 the data is fully acquired and re-
constructed directly using the inverse FFT. The
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Figure 5: Scenario S1: Time series of a voxel in-
side the ROI, eliciting evoked brain activity. A noisy
signal (SNRi = 10, light gray) is acquired shot-
wise and reconstructed volume-wise (blue). Aver-
age over the ROI is also depicted in purple.
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Figure 6: Scenario S1: Activating voxel detected
(p < 0.001) for Scenario S1. The k-space is fully
sampled and the analysis pipeline can retrieve the
activated regions, matching the original ROI, out-
lined in cyan. A few false positives are also found,
due to a non-ideal SNR.

low spatial and temporal resolution translates it-
self in a good experimental SNR (med(SNRexp) =
38.09, med(tSNRexp) = 25.64), and the statisti-
cal analysis (Figure 6, AUC = 0.926 for Preci-
sion/Recall) shows very good performances for de-
tecting evoked brain activity in the occipital ROI:
Clear BOLD signal variations are visible in the ROI
(Figure 5) This validates the forward model cho-
sen for SNAKE-fMRI. Getting access to the ground-
truth ROI allows us to validate that GLM analysis
performed well. Impact of the SNRi on the recon-
struction is presented in Section B of the supple-
mentary material.
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6.2 Scenario S2

Scenario S2 focuses on the joint effect of optimizing
acquisition and reconstruction strategies for acceler-
ation purposes, and is the main example to demon-
strate the versatility of SNAKE-fMRI. As described
in Section 5.2 we have 2 different acquisition strate-
gies (static vs dynamic stack of spirals) and 2 varia-
tions of reconstruction methods (cold vs warm initial-
ization for each volume). The dynamic acquisition
has also been reconstructed in a two-step process,
namely combining a warm start strategy with a fine-
tuning of each frame afterwards. The 4D spatio-
temporal data being known, we are able to assess
each configuration with respect to image quality
as well as to statistical performances for detecting
brain activity with a good sensitivity/specificity or
precision/recall trade-off.

Based on these six configurations and the results
shown in Figure 7 we are able to make the following
claims.

6.2.1 The warm start initialization is key in dy-
namic acquisition for improved perfor-
mances

Image quality is improved both for static and dy-
namic acquisitions when a warm start strategy is
applied (see Figure 7c). Indeed, as information is
shared forward between frames, we observe a gain
in both SSIM and PSNR scores between the first
and last frame. This is especially effective for dy-
namic acquisition, as each frame brings new in-
formation from under-sampled frequencies. In that
context, the warm start strategy exploits this informa-
tion to improve the reconstruction of the upcoming
frame. To maintain a consistent image quality over
the whole fMRI run (i.e. sequence of fMRI volumes),
the refined approach is necessary. This means that
the last reconstructed volume based on the warm-
start approach becomes the new initialization for all
other frames.

Moreover, the absence of shared information
across frames when using dynamic under-sampling
patterns introduces temporal incoherence and add
subsampling pattern artifacts and is thus detrimen-
tal to image quality and statistical performances

unless appropriate reconstruction methods (e.g. k-
t sparse techniques such as FOCUSS (Ye et al.,
2007)), which specifically exploit temporal incoher-
ence, are used. However, the latter were not tested
in this paper and are left for future comparison with
the refined initialization technique.

6.2.2 Static strategy boosts sensitivity at the
cost of specificity and image quality

The static acquisition strategy provides the best sta-
tistical performances, as it is able to detect the acti-
vation with the highest precision and recall scores,
even for the naive zero-filled reconstruction method
(see 7c and 7d). However, the image quality is
severely degraded in those cases. These perfor-
mances must be put in perspective with the particu-
lar noise configuration that was simulated here. Us-
ing a static acquisition strategy, any spatial aliasing
artifact is repeated over the whole time series, and
potentially reinforces activation detection, even in
the presence of false positives, which are typically
seen in the reconstruction based on the adjoint
NUFFT operator. This statement is no longer true
for a dynamic acquisition, as the aliasing pattern
varies across frames, hence the false positive rate
remains low.

6.2.3 Image quality is not a proxy for good sta-
tistical performances

Comparing the metrics in Figure 7c, we can see
that the best image quality is not always associated
with the best statistical performances. A striking ex-
ample is the adjoint NUFFT reconstruction, which
provides the worst image quality with strong alias-
ing artifacts (see Figure 7d), yet provides the best
statistical performances. Additionally, Consistency
of image quality (even if degraded) over the whole
fMRI run also matters, as warm-start reconstruction
(where the image quality improve over time) shows
very poor statistical performances.

Getting the best of both worlds is possible using the
refined strategy, as it provides the best image qual-
ity over the whole sequence of fMRI volumes, while
retaining good statistical performances. The benefit
of using a static or dynamic acquisition in this setup
is less clear. Yet, dynamic acquisition strategies
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(a) Example of dynamic trajectories Stack of spirals acquisition strategy used in Scenario S2. AF=32 for visualization
purposes. Central slices of k-space are always acquired, higher frequencies are sampled at random.
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(b) Precision-Recall Curve for re-
construction methods.
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(c) Summary of image quality, statistical metrics and Reconstruction
time Hardware configuration is described in Section 3.3.1.

Setup
SSIM PSNR

AUC BACC Time
First Last First Last

adjoint sta 0.45 0.45 16.87 16.95 0.75 0.91 25”

cold sta 0.74 0.74 23.59 23.34 0.55 0.60 41’04”

refine sta 0.80 0.81 25.831 25.89 0.67 0.75 67’21”

warm sta 0.74 0.80 23.59 25.92 0.09 0.22 37’55”

adjoint dyn 0.48 0.46 16.73 16.97 0.01 0.00 2’21”

cold dyn 0.78 0.75 24.12 23.15 0.08 0.11 37’29”

refine dyn 0.84 0.83 28.98 28.83 0.50 0.53 70’21”

warm dyn 0.75 0.83 24.12 28.83 0.01 0.07 49’23”

adjoint sta cold sta refine sta warm sta

adjoint dyn cold dyn refine dyn warm dyn
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(d) Z-score activation detection map (p < 0.001) and comparision with ground-truth ROI (outlined in cyan)
The background is the first reconstructed fMRI volume in the sequence.

Figure 7: Results for the Scenario S2 (res=3mm, TRvol=0.7s) using static vs dynamic acquisi-
tion strategies and various initializations for image reconstruction. Static, i.e. temporally fixed,
acquisition with basic reconstruction provides the best statistical scores, but degraded image
quality metrics. More complex acquisition-reconstruction combinations (such as dynamic
acquisition with refined reconstruction) provides the best image quality over the fMRI run, while
retaining good statistical performances.
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have shown some great potential for increasing the
temporal resolution, while maintaining good image
quality. It is also expected that more complex noise
sources (such as motion or physiological artifacts)
would help discriminate these two strategies.

6.3 Scenario S3

Last, we present results generated from Scenario
S3 (res=1mm iso, TRvol=2.4s) as a proof of con-
cept of the scalability of SNAKE-fMRI to high spatial
resolution fMRI.

Here we compare the adjoint NUFFT operator with
the sequential (cold-start) CS reconstruction, fol-
lowing the setup of the previous experimental work
described in Amor et al. (2023), Amor et al. (2022).
We retrieved similar activation maps, comforting the
choice of SNRi = 10 for the noise in the simulation
to make it as much realistic as we can.
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Figure 8: 3D SPARKLING trajectory used in S3: 48
shots, with TRshot=50ms.

In this high spatial resolution regime, we see the
benefit of using an optimized under-sampling pat-
tern with respect to a target sampling density. No
aliasing artifacts are visible on the zero filled re-
construction with density compensation (Pipe &
Menon, 1999). With GPU Acceleration, the Sequen-
tial Reconstruction took 16’10” to complete. Using
a CS based approach both image quality and sta-
tistical performances are improved as shown in Fig-
ure 9 This scenario opens the door to more complex
acquisition and reconstruction strategies to reach

higher spatial and temporal resolution. Such case
studies are now made possible with SNAKE-fMRI.
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(b) Activation maps for S3.

Figure 9: Results of scenario S3 (res=1mm,
TRvol=2.4s. Using sequential cold-start CS re-
construction we obtain improved statistical perfor-
mance compared to a direct density-compensated
adjoint NUFFT operator.

7 Discussion

We provide a new open-source simulation software,
SNAKE-fMRI with an easily extensible core for mod-
eling all aspects of the fMRI problem.
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7.1 Comparison between scenarios

The three scenarios showcased in Section 5 and 6
provide complementary views for the comparison
of acquisition and reconstruction strategies.

Scenario S1 provides a low spatial and temporal
resolution, uses basic reconstruction methods and
shows the potential of SNAKE-fMRI to provide a
ground truth for detecting evoked brain activity. Be-
yond providing a simple and fast validation case
for the simulator, this scenario could be used for
instance to compare the statistical performances
of different competing experimental paradigms re-
garding the number and duration of stimuli at fixed
acquisition time.

Scenario S2 explores a low spatial, high temporal
resolution setup and provides a large panorama of
possible acquisition and reconstruction strategies.
It shows the potential of SNAKE-fMRI to provide
a benchmark of competing techniques both during
acquisition (static vs dynamic stack of spirals) and
image reconstruction, notably in the CS setting. Of
course this benchmark could be complemented in
the future by adding for instance low-rank + sparse
methods or even deep-learning approaches using
plug and play algorithms with specifically trained
denoiser. Interestingly, from its current implementa-
tion, we observed that the best image quality is not
always associated with the highest statistical scores,
and that the warm start strategy is key in dynamic
acquisition for improved statistical performances.

Finally, Scenario S3 provides a high spatial and
low temporal resolution setup, reaching the limits of
current fMRI acquisition strategies for whole brain
coverage. Unlike Scenario S2, the SPARKLING
under-sampling pattern does not show aliasing ar-
tifacts, even at high spatial resolution. From the
comparison with the ground truth we are able
to show that using CS Reconstruction we obtain
better statistical performance than with a direct
density-compensation adjoint. Yet, the practical ap-
plication of SPARKLING to fMRI has shown some
challenges related to dynamic B0 inhomogeneities
(Amor et al., 2023), making its usage difficult in real
life.

Overall, these three scenarios should be consid-

ered as an upper-bound in terms of image quality
and statistical performances for prospective valida-
tion as actual data acquisition and image recon-
struction face additional issues such as imperfec-
tion in coil sensitivity estimation, presence of motion
artifacts, off-resonance effects due to static and dy-
namic B0 inhomogeneities. Degrading the forward
model (without improving the reconstruction algo-
rithms) by taking additional artifact sources into
account is expected to yield lower quality results in
this setup.

7.2 Extending the simulator

As SNAKE-fMRI is an open source software, ex-
ternal contributors from the fMRI community are
invited to participate in its extension to help us
refine the forward modeling for handling multiple
sources of artifacts that contaminate actual fMRI
data. Among possible fMRI signal perturbations,
one may think of modeling the contributions of rigid
head motion either in k-space or in the image do-
main, temporal aliasing artifacts due to physiologi-
cal rhythms (heart beat or breathing rate) that are
not sampled fast enough, static and dynamic B0

field inhomogeneities that induce blurring, signal
loss and geometric distortions on images as well as
changes in the k-space trajectories. Adequate fMRI
acquisition and/or reconstruction methods could
be considered or developed to mitigate these addi-
tional sources of perturbation.

Similarly, more complex brain activation patterns
spread over multiple ROIs could be designed with
variations in the HRF shape for instance, following
the seminal work of PyHRF (Vincent et al., 2014),
or by using sources based on existing fMRI data, as
well as using complex-valued BOLD activation (Z.
Chen et al., 2018). Moreover, results from other
fMRI simulators, such as the Virtual Brain (Schirner
et al., 2022) could be used as input reference data
for SNAKE-fMRI.

However, adding layers (and their potential heavy
parameterization) to the simulation will also induce
a potential loss in explainability for the effect on
downstream applications, and will likely need to
develop more elaborated metrics to evaluate their
relevance to the problem at hand.
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7.3 Exploring the effect of tuning acquisition
and reconstruction together

The first results obtained with SNAKE-fMRI show
the criticality of matching and tuning the experimen-
tal design, acquisition, and reconstruction strate-
gies to obtain the best quality in the downstream
analysis. In particular, fast event-related designs
with short inter stimulus intervals require a higher
temporal resolution to be properly detected. Yet,
moving to high temporal resolution would induce
a drop in effective SNR. This can be overcome
by using more complex acquisition and reconstruc-
tion methods that leverage temporal redundancy
in the k-space data with global a priori such as a
low-rank+sparse (Graedel et al., 2022; Petrov et al.,
2017), Similarly, the refine strategy introduced in
Scenario S2 shows some great potential both for
static and dynamic acquisition schemes, and will
be the subject of future development.

To the best of our knowledge, as summarized in
Table 1, SNAKE-fMRI is the only open source fMRI
data simulator that can provide arbitrary fMRI k-
space data efficiently. It is also the only one that
can be used to benchmark reconstruction methods
in an automated manner. Comparing it to other sim-
ulators is not a straightforward task, as the competi-
tors are not designed for the same purpose. This
comparison might actually be biased by different
assumptions made in the computation of the for-
ward model, that is the production of k-space data.
Yet, the different scenarios presented in this paper
define a good starting point for such a compari-
son. Further, the increasing complexity of these
scenarios goes beyond the capabilities of existing
simulators.

7.4 More than a simulation tool

The modular approach of SNAKE-fMRI also allows
for other uses than simple simulations. First, the
combination of the runner scheduling and analysis
modules provides a reliable benchmark for image
reconstruction methods (even for a single anatomi-
cal volume).

Then, each handler can also be viewed (and used)
as a data augmentation layer for supervised deep

learning methods, giving new opportunities for the
fMRI image reconstruction problem as the super-
vised setting is not applicable in that context due to
the lack of ground truth data. Hence, SNAKE-fMRI
could be used either to train on synthetic fMRI data
deep neural networks dedicated to fMRI image re-
construction. These models might be fine-tuned
afterward with transfer learning on real data sets.
Alternatively, SNAKE-fMRI might serve as a data
augmentation tool.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new fMRI data
simulator, called SNAKE-fMRI that is packaged in
an open source Python software with professional
standards, thereby offering to both ISMRM and
OHBM communities the opportunity to advance the
field of optimal fMRI data collection at low scanning
cost. More specifically, SNAKE-fMRI is purposely
designed to assess the impact of massively un-
dersampled 3D non-Cartesian readouts aiming to
reach unprecedented spatial resolution while main-
taining whole brain coverage, good image quality
and ability to detect tiny BOLD effect through statis-
tical guarantees.

In vivo experiments show limitations (notably repro-
ducibility issue and cost) on how they can be used
to explore new acquisition and reconstruction strate-
gies for a specific experimental paradigm, aiming for
best for statistical analysis. SNAKE-fMRI answers
those needs.

The SNAKE-fMRI package comes also with a com-
plete but extensible reconstruction and statistical
analysis pipeline. It provides the user with tools to
reach new frontiers in data acquisition and image
reconstruction strategies for fMRI and assess from
an image quality and statistical analysis viewpoint
multiple competing scenarios that cannot easily be
ranked in advance.
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